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Vs Reality Guidelines: Experience of assistant psychologists and honorary assistant psychologists in the UK James2020-08-05T17:36:45-00:00 Thank you for your interest in our services. We are a non-profit group that runs this website for document sharing. We need your help to maintain this site. To keep our site running, we need your
help to cover our server costs (about $400/m), a small donation will help us a lot. Please help us share our service with your friends. Issues related to pay, contracts, Agenda for Change, NHS, BPS, trade unions, etc. Baa Posts: 1529 Joined: W.I.U. 01, 2008 3:41pm Baa W., November 04, 2014 4:15pm Hi folks, I'm looking for some official
guidance type for supervising assistant psychologists - does it look as if the DCP are in the process of writing something, and another document that I found this one has something more recent? I had a bit of a search here to see if anyone else connected with/discovered anything! Ta! At least I'm not as angry as this one! BlueCat
Moderator Messages: 2844 Joined: Mon March 26, 2007 2:42pm BlueCat Post Nov 04, 2014 9:02pm Those 2007 guidelines are currently under review. As far as I know, there is no other version, although you could imagine that there must have been as one saying that it should have been revised in 2009. The qualified guidelines were
revised and published in August 2014, so I think AP ones will be available soon. There's no such thing as bad weather, just the wrong clothes. Billy Connolly. Baa Posts: 1529 Joined: W.I.A. 01, 2008 3:41 pm Baa St. November 05, 2014 9:31am Thanks to BlueCat - I'll follow them in this case! I need something recorded to wave at some
managers At least I'm not as crazy as one! Baa Posts: 1529 Joined: W Yule 01, 2008 3:41pm Message baa St November 05, 2014 10:56 pm Hmm. Let's say once a month from KP and twice a month from a cbt therapist? It didn't really fit in my head, but thought I'd check! At least I'm not as angry as this one! BenJMan Team Member
Messages: 2216 Joined: Mon Yul 20, 2009 2:16pm Location: Lancashire Post BenJMan Thurs 06, 2014 12:49Am To my knowledge, minimum recommended oversight of the AP weekly for at least an hour, but I'm not sure where I plucked that from, someone can freely contradict me. Thus, once a month from CP and twice a month from
CBTT will not fit the mark. However, to the best of my knowledge there are specific rules around who should control the AP, I know that it is certainly the case that some parts of the oversight are often done not CP's. I think giving a person has the right to control the actual actual it's fitting, I think the hero any man really intends to make is
the best place for all the people and Maya Angelou. Lancelot Messages: 261 Joined: Sun December 27, 2009 8:07 pm Lancelot Thur 06, 2014 1:14am How the guidelines will state that at least two hours a week of quality control should be provided and that it should be with a qualified psychologist applied. Two hours usually means one
hour of official observation and an hour when they can be in contact with a psychologist, such as queries during that time, going over the report. Most supervision really should be from a psychologist rather than a TOC therapist or a TOC supervisory therapist as a supplement. If you want a TOC therapist to fully or basically monitor I think
it would be better to call the position something different as an assistant practitioner. Miriam Website Administrator Messages: 7909 Joined: Sat March 24, 2007 11:20pm Location: Bucks Contact: Message Miriam Thu November 06, 2014 10:45am Determining the role of the AP is that they help a psychologist-practitioner. I would have
strong feelings about posts called AP but do not have oversight by a qualified psychologist-practitioner. However, if it is decided that a person will have some share of his oversight on behalf of another profession (as is often the case with linear management, or a matter of oversight, depending on the context), then I think it is reasonable
that this is part of the structure, provided that their practising supervising psychologist is the majority available each week and takes responsibility for their overall personal and professional development, and that the total amount of time the ring is protected for direct supervision meets the minimum standards of Miriam Watch my blog on
baa Posts: 1529 Joined: W Jules 01, 2008 3:41pm Post Baa Thu November 06, 2014 11:23 am Thank you for your thoughts people. I agree with them and the same issues and I plan to discuss it at the next team meeting. I just wanted to check out that I still remember the AP world in the right direction! At least I'm not as angry as this one!
Chixta Messages: 640 Joined: Fri April 13, 2007 1:18 pm Location: Land Procrastination Message by chixta Mon 29 February 2016 10:36 am Miriam, can I ask what guidelines do you refer to (HCPC/BPS)? I've been having some ongoing disputes about AP oversight that people feel only needs oversight every two weeks - I've pushed for
weekly and powers that will require evidence. I'm leaving, so it's more for the psychologist who takes over from me. Cheers BenJMan Team Member: 2216 Joined: Mon July 20, 2009 2:16pm Location: Lancashire Post BenJMan Mon Feb 29, 2016 10:52am can ask what guidelines do you refer to (HCPC/BPS)? I have disputes about
oversight of WA that people feel only need oversight every two weeks - I have insisted on weekly and powers that require evidence. I'm leaving, so it's more for the psychologist who takes over from me. Cheers Hey Chixta, a document called guidelines for employment assistant psychologists ( ... C2B5186D05), if you look in section 9 you
will find good guidelines on a range of issues related to oversight, including (in the content section): At least two hours a week of quality control should be provided and carried out in a confidential environment without interruption with additional oversight of clinical responsibilities if necessary. This should include renting one hour of official
supervision and at least another hour of informal surveillance/contact. The exact amount of oversight should depend on the context. If there are several assistant psychologists working in the same department, it may be appropriate to have a group supervision element. If one assistant psychologist works in an isolated service, they may
need to get more supervision. (Leaders and qualified psychologists should be mindful of risk and management mechanisms when agreeing to act as a leader in isolated services.) I think the hero of any man really intends to make this the best place for all the people and Maya Angelou. Sweetpea Messages: 145 Posted by Fri Apr 04, 2014
5:39pm Post on Feb 29, 2016 4:51pm - The new version has been released, although it is unclear whether this is a project or not. Apologies for not being able to post a link to the BPS website, but it won't allow me for some reason. Here's a link to the download: ... 9255,d.'WU is very clear about surveillance requirements as well as some
interesting differences between bands of 4/5 AP roles. Jilly Moderator Messages: 1862 Joined: Sun Sep 06, 2009 9:30pm Location: Doodling on Paint Somewhere... Jilly's post on Feb 29, 2016 at 4:57pm those draft guidelines for the new release, but I don't think they'll change beyond that when it's finally formatted and released. You don't
call for help, do you? The problem with quotes on the Internet is that it's hard to verify their authenticity - Abraham Lincoln. Shmit Messages: 76Th Anniversary: Mon October 19, 2015 11:16am Mediat's Post, 2016 2:49pm Users viewing this forum: No registered users and 0 guests
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